








Performance Rating 89%

5 Point Scale 57%

30%
16%

95% 93%

Formal 
Goal Setting

Year-End 
Review

Mid-Year 
Review Pay for Performance 89%

Forced Ranking



A company of 10,000 employees spends about 

$35 million per year on annual reviews.

Deloitte was spending close to 

2 million hours a year on evaluations.



95%
dissatisfied
managers

58%
say doesn’t drive 

engagement

2%
of HR attests 

grade A

30%
say it decreases 

performance

59%
employees say 
waste of time





We were demotivating half our workforce twice a year



Who is better than the other?







Regardless of what ranking system is used, people will 
perceive it unfair





We must challenge the assumptions & beliefs



Why do people work on Open Source projects voluntarily in their own time?



Theory X Theory Y

“Carrots & Sticks are so last 
Century” 







Continuous Feedback







A new approach to…



Performance Management

De-coupled the financial reward

Removed objective setting

Encouraged regular 121’s

Focused on the quality of conversations



Quarterly Peer Review Sessions

Performance Assessment

1. If this person was to inform you that they were leaving for a new role what would 
you do?

2.  Given what I know of this person’s performance, and if it were my money, I would award this person the highest possible 
compensation increase

3.  I would always want him or her on my team?

4.  Given what I know of this persons performance, this person is ready for promotion today
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Question Yes No

Do you prefer the Trial principles to the My Commitments Process? 11%

Do you feel more motivated by the Trial principles over My Commitments? 84% 16%

Have you set yourself clear learning goals or development challenges with your line 
manager?

78% 22%

Do you think that the flat rate % is fair compared to the tiered % offer in the My 
Commitments bonus?

65% 35%

Do you have a clear understanding of what is expected of you from your line manager? 8%

Are you receiving relevant feedback from your Manager regarding your performance? 13%

In regards to your development – are you receiving enough feedback and direction on 
your personal development?

78% 22%

Do you think the trial should be rolled out across the whole of SB&G? 76% 24%

Are you taking part in L&D Friday Afternoon sessions? Always 8%
In the main 62%

70%

Rarely  22%
Never 8%

30%

92%

89%

87%





This approach has now been rolled out across the whole of 
the business!



Stay true to your roots



Doing the same thing repeatedly and expecting different 
results is the definition of insanity

Einstein




